Abstract. This paper describes SEPIA, a tool for automated proof generation in Coq. SEPIA combines model inference with interactive theorem proving. Existing proof corpora are modelled using state-based models inferred from tactic sequences. These can then be traversed automatically to identify proofs. The SEPIA system is described and its performance evaluated on three Coq datasets. Our results show that SEPIA provides a useful complement to existing automated tactics in Coq.
Introduction
Interactive theorem provers (ITPs) such as Coq [10] and Isabelle [11] are systems that enable the manual development of proofs for a variety of domains. These range from mathematics through to complex software and hardware verification. Thanks to the expressive logics that are used, they provide a very rich programming environment.
Nevertheless, constructing proofs can be a challenging and time-consuming process. A proof development will typically contain many routine lemmas, as well as more complex ones. The ITP system will take care of the bookkeeping and perform simple reasoning steps; however much time is spent manually entering the requisite tactics (even for the most trivial lemmas). In 2008, Wiedijk stated that it takes up to one week to formalize a page of an undergraduate mathematics textbook [14] .
To help combat this problem, we present SEPIA (Search for Proofs Using Inferred Automata) -an automated approach designed to assist users of Coq. SEPIA automatically generates proofs by inferring state-based models from previously compiled libraries of successful proofs, and using the inferred models as a basis for automated proof search.
Background
This section presents the necessary background required for this paper. We briefly introduce the underlying model inference technique (called MINT), followed by a motivating example.
Inferring EFSMs with MINT
MINT [13] is an technique designed to infer state machine models from sequences, where the sequencing of events may depend on some underlying data state. Such systems are modelled as extended finite state machines (see Definition 1) . EFSMs can be conceptually thought of as conventional finite state machines with an added memory. The transitions in an EFSM not only contain a label, but may also contain guards that must hold with respect to variables contained in the memory.
S is a set of states, s 0 ∈ S is the initial state, and F ⊆ S is the set of final states. L is defined as the set of labels. V represents the set of data states, where a single instance v represents a set of concrete variable assignments. ∆ : V → {T rue, F alse} is the set of data guards. Transitions t ∈ T take the form (a, l, δ, b), where a, b ∈ S, l ∈ L, and δ ∈ ∆.
MINT infers EFSMs from sets of traces. These can be defined formally as follows:
Definition 2. A trace T = e 0 , . . . , e n is a sequence of n trace elements. Each element e is a tuple (l, v), where l is a label representing the names of function calls or input / output events, and v is a string containing the parameters (this may be empty).
The inference approach adopted by MINT [13] is an extension of a traditional state-merging approach [9] that has been proven to be successful for conventional (non-extended) finite state machines [12] . Briefly, the model inference starts by arranging the traces into a prefix-tree, a tree-shaped state machine that exactly represents the set of given traces. The inference then proceeds by a process of state-merging; pairs of states in the tree that are roughly deemed to be equivalent (based on their outgoing sequences) are merged. This merging process yields an EFSM that can accept a broader range of sequences than the initial given set.
The transitions in an EFSM not only imply the sequence in which events can occur, but also place constraints on which parameters are valid. This is done by inferring data-classifiers from the training data -each data guard takes the following form (l, v, possible) where l ∈ L, v ∈ V and possible ∈ {true, f alse}. When states are merged, the resulting machine is checked to make sure it remains consistent with the data guards.
Motivating Example
To motivate this work, we consider a typical scenario that arises during interactive proof. Suppose that we are trying to prove the following conjecture: forall n m p:nat, p + n <= p + m -> n <= m. The automated Coq tactics [2] have only been able to perform routine reasoning (namely calling the intros tactic) to advance the proof to the following: n : nat m : nat p : nat H : p + n <= p + m ============================ n <= m There are 2 theories from the Coq Standard Library called Le.v and Lt.v, that contain proofs about similar properties. The built-in tactics fail to prove the goal. The question we are faced with is this: Given the examples of successful proofs, can we use these to automatically find a proof for the above conjecture?
In previous work [4] we showed how to use MINT to infer EFSM models of Coq proofs. The resulting EFSMs were simply presented and used manually to derive proofs. This work extends our previous approach by automating the search process, allowing proofs to be completed automatically.
SEPIA System Description
In this section we describe the SEPIA approach. We present the key stages of the technique. It is available 1 as a ProofGeneral extension that works with Coq. An overview of SEPIA is shown in Figure 1 . It contains three main stages:
1. Generate proof traces from a selection of existing Coq theories. 2. Use MINT to infer a model from these proof traces. 3. Systematically search the model, formulating and attempting possible proofs from paths through the model.
Before describing these three steps in more detail, we look at three properties of the approach that are particularly appealing:
Adaptivity For every iteration, as more valid proofs are discovered they can be incorporated into future cycles to infer more accurate models, forming a 'virtuous loop'. This is a major benefit over the existing built-in automated tactics, which are typically limited to attempting a fixed set of tactics.
Automation Aside from providing the initial set of theories from which to infer a model, the user is not prompted for any other input. In addition, as will be elaborated later, the overall process typically completes in less than a minute (at least in the context of our experiments). Ability to identify new proofs The state-merging process [13] can result in models that accept sequences of tactics which aren't present in the initial set of proofs. These wouldn't necessarily be intuitive, or be spotted from manual scrutiny of the proof library. These can however contain valuable steps that lead to a successful proof.
Generating traces from existing proofs
To begin a proof attempt we must provide one or more Coq theories from which we wish to generate a model. The proofs within the theories must be converted into their corresponding proof traces (see Definition 2). This step is identical to the process used in our previous work [4] . Figure 2 shows the proof script from the lemma le antisym from Le.v and the corresponding proof trace. An important concept in Coq proofs is the semicolon operator. If two (or more) tactics are separated by a semicolon, for example t1;t2, this means apply t1 to the current goal and then apply t2 to all generated subgoals. We record the usage of the semicolon in our traces, so that this information can be reused during proof search.
Inferring the model
Once the proof traces have been generated, MINT is invoked to infer a model. There are two main parameters associated with MINT. The inference strategy dictates how states are merged during the inference process. A value called k represents the minimum score before a pair of states can be deemed to be equivalent. An in-depth discussion of these variables is outside the scope of this paper.
A preliminary study (with results online) found that using the state merging strategy redblue and k = 1 performed reasonably well for the task of interactive proving. These settings are based on the number of proofs discovered, the time taken and the presence of shorter/novel proofs. For the rest of this paper we auto with a r i t h . i n t r o s H1 . absurd ( S m' <= m' ) ; auto with a r i t h . apply l e t r a n s with n ; auto with a r i t h .
Event e Label l Params v e0 intros "n m H;" e1 destruct "H as [|m' H];" e2 auto "with arith" e3 intros "H1" e4 absurd "(S m' <= m');" e5 auto "with arith" e6 apply "le trans with n;" e7 auto "with arith" 
Searching for a proof
Once a model has been inferred it can be used to search for candidate proofs. We adopt a breadth-first search as this ensures that if a proof is contained in the model, the shortest one will be returned. An instance of Coq is loaded, and the lemma is stated. The proof search moves through the model and applies the tactics and arguments suggested on each transition. A timeout or a limit on the number of tactics applied can be provided to control the search. If we reach a point where a proof is found, SEPIA outputs the proof (and some proof search statistics). When running SEPIA on our motivating example we obtain the following result: P r o o f was : i n t r o s m n d i f f . e l i m d i f f ; auto with a r i t h . 5611 t a c t i c s e v a l u a t e d . I n f e r e n c e and s e a r c h took 0 min , 1 s e c The above proof is particularly interesting for two reasons. Firstly, we have managed to prove something completely automatically that Coq's automated tools could not. Secondly, the sequence of tactics (and parameters) was not found anywhere else within Le.v or Lt.v.
Evaluation
In this section we provide an experimental evaluation of our approach. We consider the following research questions:
-RQ1: Can proofs be derived automatically using our approach?
• (a): How many proofs can be found?
• (b): How long does it take to find a proof? -RQ2: Are there "interesting" characteristics of the proofs?
• (a): Do the proofs contain new sequences of tactics?
• (b): Are the proofs shorter? -RQ3: How does our results compare to Coq's built-in automated tactics?
Methodology
The aim of this evaluation is to assess the practicalities of using our approach in real proof developments. We evaluate SEPIA on three distinct Coq contributions as our datasets. We use a method inspired by k-folds cross-validation [7] in order to study proof attempts made by our approach.
Datasets The datasets used in this evaluation consist of theories selected from three Coq proof developments. The datasets were chosen mainly for their domain, complexity and size. All theories were selected before the experiments took place. SSreflect 2 contains seven core theories. We select all of these theories as our first dataset. Secondly, MSets 3 is an implementation of finite sets using lists/trees. All eleven theories are selected to form our second dataset. Finally, we use some theories from CompCert 4 . Owing to the size of the development, we select a four theories containing both general purpose proofs along with some more specialized ones. Due to the exploratory nature of this evaluation, there are some threats to validity associated with the selection of data. We have only used three Coq datasets, so any results cannot be interpreted to represent performance on all Coq proofs.
Evaluating Proof Attempts To provide some answers to RQ1, we want to model the following situation: given some existing proofs, can we use these to prove new properties that are not part of the initial collection. To do this, we use an approach inspired by k -folds cross-validation [7] .
Each Coq theory file is taken individually and the proofs are randomly partitioned into k non-overlapping sets. We then infer a model from k − 1 of the sets, and try and prove the lemmas in the remaining set. This process repeats until each set has been used exactly once as the collection of lemmas to be proved.
For each proof attempt, we allow 10,000 tactics to be applied before reporting a failure. The results presented in this paper are from using k = 10, a standard value for k-folds cross-validation [7] . Other values of k have been investigated and the full set of results are online.
As well as capturing whether a proof attempt was successful or not, when a proof is found we analyse how "interesting" the proof is. First, we check and see whether a proof is shorter than the corresponding hand-curated proof. We also check whether the sequence of tactics was new (i.e. not present in the examples the model was inferred from). These provide us with answers to RQ2.
To investigate RQ3 we also run the Coq automated tools to try and prove each lemma. The following command is issued to Coq: auto with * || eauto with * || tauto || firstorder || trivial. This simply attempts to prove a goal by trying all of the automated tactics. The default search depth is used in all cases. Where we can specify lemma databases, we allow any available database to be used during proof search.
Results
The full results from our experiments are shown in Table 1 . The results are presented for each theory, grouped by library. The remainder of this section provides some answers to the research questions defined earlier.
RQ1(a):
A significant proportion of the lemmas were proved automatically using our approach In Table 1 , the column headed SEPIA shows the total number of lemmas proved in each theory using our approach. The results suggest that EFSM-based methods are useful at finding proofs automatically. Looking at each dataset as a whole, 32% (438 out of 1360) of the SSreflect dataset were proved. In MSets, 30% (211 out of 687) were successfully proved using our approach. In our selection of CompCert theories, there were 25% (83 out of 335) proved.
RQ1(b):
Many proofs were discovered in under 30 seconds We measured the time required to derive a proof using our approach. These times take into account both the time required to infer the model and the search time. Over 90% of the proofs were found within 30 seconds. These results show that when a user invokes the process, a proof will usually be delivered quickly. Overall, a proof can be discovered in a relatively small period of time. Of course, this is encouraging for the user involved in the proof development.
RQ2(a):
A quarter of the proofs found were new sequences of tactics The number of new proofs discovered using our approach are listed under the 'New' column in Table 1 . We compare the discovered proof with the ones used to infer the model If the sequence is not contained in an existing proof, then it is considered new and only found as a result of inferring an EFSM. Our results show a significant number of new proofs were discovered, backing up further that EFSMs can be useful for automated proof generation. In SSreflect, a total of 79 proofs were new. In the MSets theories, 41 new proofs were found, and 64 were discovered in CompCert.
RQ2(b): Many proofs discovered were shorter than their original ones
We have listed the number of shorter proofs found in Table 1 under the Shorter column. When a proof is found, we compare the discovered proof with the original hand-curated one. The length (in terms of tactics used) of both proofs are then compared, to see if we managed to derive a shorter one. In SSreflect, 28 of the proofs found were shorter than their original counterparts. For MSets, 42 of the proofs were shorter, whilst in CompCert 59 of proofs were shorter. The combination of the state merging algorithms and a breadth-first search means we were able to identify these shorter proofs.
RQ3: SEPIA provides an alternative to existing Coq tactics The column headed Coq-Tacs in Table 1 provides the number of lemmas that were proved using Coq's automated tactics. Despite being relatively limited in the steps that they try, they manage to prove 155 SSreflect lemmas, 95 MSets lemmas and 27 of the CompCert lemmas. On the whole, we see that our approach significantly outperforms the automated tactics in terms of number of lemmas proved. This is to be expected, as they only provide modest automation. Nevertheless, there are occasions where the automated tactics prove more lemmas (in msetproperties and ssrfun for instance).
Related Work
There have been many projects aimed at improving the automation of proofs in ITPs. As we have shown in this work, machine learning can be applied in the context of interactive theorem proving. Specifically, we have shown that the tactics used in proofs can serve as useful features for machine learning algorithms. This is an area that has received moderate attention previously. Jamnik et al. have previously applied an Inductive Logic Programming technique to examples of proofs in the Ωmega system [6] . Given a collection of well chosen proof method sequences, Jamnik et al. perform a method of least generalisation to infer what are ultimately regular grammars. The value of even basic models is intuitive. Proofs could be derived automatically using the technique. However, the proof steps learned do not contain any parameters. The parameters required are reconstructed after running the learning technique.
Another approach that concentrated on Isabelle proofs was implemented by Duncan [3] . Duncan's approach was to identify commonly occurring sequences of tactics from a given corpora. After eliciting these tactic sequences, evolutionary algorithms were used to automatically formulate new tactics. The evaluation showed that simple properties could be derived automatically using the technique; however the parameter information was left out of the learning approach.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has presented SEPIA, an approach to automatically generate proofs in Coq. This has been achieved by applying model inference techniques to interactive proof scripts. We have shown that even learning from tactic sequences, which is admittedly a simplistic view of interactive proofs, can provide effective proof automation. It would be interesting to see what can be achieved by using more sophisticated views such as the proof goal view [5] .
The overall process is fully automated our evaluation shows SEPIA performs well on a range of proofs from three varied Coq datasets. It succeeds in proving a number of lemmas that were out of reach for Coq's automated tactics. Additionally, when SEPIA finds a proof it usually does so in seconds.
As well as reusing existing proofs, SEPIA can construct proofs using new tactic sequences. These new sequences might not have been identified if manually
